Waiting on apple for certificates for test flight program

Features still scoped (from team discussion):
  Dynamic map point updates
  Find My Friend
  Fellow Traveler (Lee would rather see Photo Contest)
  Big Data Mode

Features taken out of scope (from team discussion):
  Photo Contest (Lee would rather see this than Fellow Traveler)
  Analytics

Dynamic Map Point Updates
Ordered refresh - Cycle through registered devices, waits to receive a signal from the devices that they have received the update, keeps going until all devices updated. Need to account for load, don't want to push to all devices simultaneously. Don't have to go through Apple Store to do this.

Another idea - full app refresh. Could be a backup if we have to. Might be cutting it too close with Apple deadlines though.

Map point update and map update kind of related. Might be a use case where user wants to have a vendor list, prior to a tour users will know where they can go to e.g. spruce up their bikes.

Map update is a map point update but not necessarily the other way around

Pushing map points can be done with small update, map update with tiles is considerable larger and pushing that map update will be harder

Maybe put the updated map data on an FTP to get around bandwidth issues - check if Apple allows this

Big Data Mode
Call it Non-Tour Mode?

Photo Contest
How would winner be notified? Old plan was via text message. Lee says email would also be fine.

Can submit anonymously but can’t win without entering info

When submitting photo, ask user for name and contact text or email.
Still planning on using Flickr for the account.